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Abstract - Modernity Anchored in the Past: Making a New Socialist Town on the 
Yugoslav-Italian Border (1947-1955)

Once the diplomatic battle for Gorizia/Gorica was lost in the aftermath of World War 
II, the new communist authorities in Belgrade hastily decided in 1946 to build the «Er-
satz» administrative, economic and cultural center of the Slovenian-populated region of 
northern Littoral (severna Primorska). Adopting principles of Western pre-war modern-
ist urbanism (Le Corbusier’s The Athens Charter), Nova Gorica, as the nascent town 
was called, intended to become an ideal environment for the «new working man», a 
showpiece of socialism vis-à-vis «crumbling» capitalist landscape on the other side of 
the newly settled border, conveying also the message of anti-fascism and national lib-
eration struggle. However, after Tito’s split with Moscow when new conflicts erupted 
along Yugoslavian eastern borders, the erection of the «lighthouse» of socialism on the 
western border became a task of secondary importance for the authorities in Ljubljana 
and even less in Belgrade. Using materials from archives in Nova Gorica, Ljubljana, and 
Belgrade, this article sheds light on the relationship between the authorities at local and 
republican level concerning this prominent project. It shows how the authoritative deci-
sion about radical modernization was imposed by the top communist decision-makers in 
close collaboration with the architects, who considered themselves the teachers of the 
new way of life. Eventually, this millenarian mission failed in a couple of years, leaving 
further development of the new urban center of the border region to the initiative of local 
political and economic elites, which shaped the town.
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Introduction1

With the rise of modern national movements, the small Alpine-Adriatic town of 
Gorizia/Gorica/Görz became the object of competitive territorial aspirations of new 
nation-states in this part of Europe2 owing to its multi-national character and the 

1The author acknowledges that the research project (Antifascism in the Julian March in Transnational Perspec-
tive, 1919-1954, J6-9356) in the scope of which this article was published, has been financially supported by the 
Slovenian Research Agency (ARRS).
2 Characteristics of confrontation between civilizational, ideological, cultural and geopolitical concepts in the 
wake of the collapse of multiethnic empires and of the nation-building process from the mid-19th century onwards 
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strategic location at the intersection of Friulian, Venetian, Slovenian and Austrian 
nations3. During World War I, the town acquired an especially prominent role in the 
Italian mental landscape, as the decision to enter the war was formally justified with 
the need to liberate the «unredeemed lands», chief among them Trieste and Gorizia. 
After the end of the war and dissolution of the Habsburg Monarchy, Gorizia was 
formally annexed by the Kingdom of Italy following the Treaty of Rapallo in the 
late 1920. The town played a special role in the dominant Italian narrative, which 
conceptualized World War I as a victorious war fought to complete the process of 
Risorgimento, as its capture in 1916 represented the most important success of the 
Italian army during their 11 offensives along the Isonzo River4.

Due to heavy damage5 sustained during the war and its central symbolic role, 
post-World War I Italian authorities paid a lot of attention to the rebuilding of the 
town. The ascendant Fascism, which incorporated the most radical aspects of the 
pre-war nationalism6, continued and intensified this process, but also expanded it by 
intertwining it with its own aesthetic and political values. The vestiges of these pro-
cesses remain encoded in the urban tissue in the form of street-names, monuments 
and ideologically charged architectural styles7. The dominant Italian discourse of 
that period called it a sacred town (Città Santa) redeemed as a martyr from the yoke 
of the Habsburg Monarchy (Martire Redenta) for whose liberation «Italy sacrificed 
many sons during World War I». The Slovene historical narrative, by contrast, saw 
it later as «the town twice lost»; for the first time after World War I and then again 
after World War II when even if the partisans had liberated it and had won the battle 

at the point of convergence between the Apennine and Balkan Peninsulas were recently scrutinized by R. Wörs-
dörfer, Krisenherd Adria 1915-1955. Konstruktion und Artikulation des Nationalen im italienisch-jugoslawischen 
Grenzraum, Ferdinand Schöningh Verlag, Paderborn 2004; M. Cattaruzza, L’Italia e il confine orientale, 1866-
2006, il Mulino, Bologna 2007; J. Pirjevec, «Trst je naš!» Boj Slovencev za morje (1848-1954), Nova revija, Lju-
bljana 2007; J. Pirjevec, Soočenje kulturnih, državnih, geopolitičnih in ideoloških konceptov na stiku italijanskega 
in južnoslovanskega prostora (1848-1975), in «Acta Histriae», n. 3, 2015, pp. 377-392. For a critical discussion 
on historiographies dealing with the Italian-Slovenian border area in the 19th and 20th centuries, see M. Verginel-
la, Asimmetrie, malintesi e sguardi speculari: da una storia etnocentrica ad una storia plurale e congiunta della 
regione alto-adriatica, in «Acta Histriae», n. 3, 2012, pp. 321-334.
3 For a general overview of the history of Gorizia before World War I, see L. Fabi, Storia di Gorizia, Il Poligrafo, 
Padova 1991, pp. 9-86. On the presence and activity of Slovene population in the city, see Goriški spomini. So-
dobniki o Gorici in Goriški v letih 1830-1918, a c. di B. Marušič, Goriška Mohorjeva družba, Gorica 2002.
4 Gorizia was captured by the Italian Army during the Sixth Battle of the Isonzo; the first Italian soldiers entered 
the undefended town on 8th August 1916, but were unable to achieve a decisive breakthrough (see, M. Thomp-
son, The White War. Life and Death on the Italian Front 1915-1919, Faber and Faber, London 2009, pp. 169-77).
5 The town was heavily damaged by artillery bombardments by both sides during the war. On the life in the town 
during the war, see P. Svoljšak, Gorizia (Gorica), a damned and sacred city between two fires, in «Studia Historica 
Slovenica», n. 1, 2011, pp. 79-109.
6 See M. Verginella, Dokončni boj med «severnojadranskimi rasami» v iredentističnem in fašističnem diskurzu, in 
«Acta Histriae», n. 4, 2016, pp. 705-720.
7 Il Novecento a Gorizia. Ricerca di una Identità. Urbanistica e architettura, a c. di K. Arioka et al., Marsilio, 
Venezia 2000. Furthermore, see the relevant studies in Le pietre della memoria. Monumenti sul confine orientale, 
a c. di P. Nicoloso, Gaspari Editore, Udine 2015.
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against (German and Italian) Fascism it was not annexed to its «mother» country 
owing to «diplomatic speculations» of the superpowers8.

Part of the above-mentioned narratives of nation-oriented histories, which after 
the end of World War II (largely, but not entirely) overlapped with the ideological 
discourse of the Cold War, was also the plan to construct a new socialist counterpart 
of the «lost» «old Gorizia» conceived in 1947. The construction of Nova Gorica 
(New Gorizia), as the town was simply called, offers an interesting insight into the 
complexity of State-building and system-building in the region that after World 
War II passed from one state (Italy) to another with a different socio-economic 
system (Yugoslavia). This extensive urban planning project can be understood as 
an instance of complex ideological intervention in space that is a common part of 
identity politics in border areas9. The location of this new political and anthropo-
logical socialist project in the field of sight from its rival capitalist town and in the 
vicinity of Trieste, one of the hotspots of the early Cold War, make Nova Gorica 
a particularly inviting research phenomenon that can from certain perspectives be 
even compared with the iconic symbol of European division – Berlin10.

Using textual and visual materials from archives and museums in Nova Gorica, 
Ljubljana, and Belgrade, I will shed light on the relationship between the authorities 
at local and republican level concerning this prominent project. The paper will show 
how the authoritarian decision about radical modernization was adopted by top 
communist decision-makers in close collaboration with architects, who considered 
themselves the teachers of the new way of life. Furthermore, I will be interested in 
the question how socialist public art outlined specific interpretation of history and 
fostered collective identity in the border region, which inclusion into Yugoslavia 
was seen not only as a liberation from fascism but also as a (at least partial) unifica-
tion of national territory and fulfilment of long-lasting struggle for social liberation. 
Eventually, realization of this socialist urban project and Gesamtkunstwerk failed in 
a couple of years, leaving further development of the new urban center of the border 
region to the initiative of local political and economic elites, which in the following 
years shaped the town in quite a different manner as it had been anticipated in the 
original master plan.

8 A. Cattunar, Il confine delle memorie. Storie di vita e narrazioni pubbliche tra Italia e Jugoslavia, Mondadori 
Education, Firenze 2014; K. Širok, Spomin in pozaba na obmejnem območju: predstave o goriški preteklosti, in 
«Acta Histriae», n. 1-2, 2010, pp. 337-358, 346-347.
9 S. Radović, Grad kao tekst, Biblioteka XX. veka, Beograd 2013, p. 168.
10 A. Bartetzky, New Cities for New People: Urban Planning and Mass Media Propaganda in Stalinist Poland 
and the GDR, in War of Words: Culture and the Mass Media in the Making of the Cold War in Europe, a c. di J. 
Devlin, C. H. Müller, University College Dublin Press, Dublin 2013, pp. 137-46, at 142; K. von Beyme, Ideas 
for a Capital City in East and West, in City of Architecture, Architecture of the City: Berlin 1900-2000, a c. di T. 
Scheer et al., Nikolai, Berlin 2000, pp. 229-238.
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Substitute regional center

Even before battles were over, the postwar spheres of interest were already on the 
European horizon11, with Yugoslavia envisaged to function as a buffer zone between 
the two blocs. With the communists’ assumption of power becoming more and more 
noticeable, in the aftermath of World War II Yugoslavia ended as the Soviet longa 
manus on the Adriatic, and once the U.S. strategy of containment gained ground, 
the politicians and diplomats of bourgeois Italy often played the communism-vs.-
democracy card12. To provide an example: as early as April 1946, the Italian ambas-
sador to London announced that the Italian-Yugoslav border would become the fu-
ture «barrier» between the East and West13. As the capital of the former Julian March 
(Venezia Giulia), Trieste became the key city that Yugoslavia wanted to annex, while 
Gorizia played a more marginal role during the Paris Peace Conference (from July to 
October 1946). By contrast to the issue of Trieste, which was eventually internation-
alized and remained unsolved until 1954, the issue of the Gorizia region was solved 
through the French compromise proposal according to which Yugoslavia gained the 
majority of hinterland, while the town itself remained within Italy14.

The new state border had a drastic impact on the life of local population. Even if 
72 percent of the old County of Gorizia and Gradisca was incorporated into Yugo-
slavia, once the peace treaty with Italy came into effect on 15 September 1947 the 
almost impermeable border line cut the town off from its immediate hinterland15. 
As a result, daily labor migration, supply and contacts between relatives were no 
longer possible. In the days before the soldiers set up the barbed wire fence, many 
people had to resolve the dilemma on which side of border they should live16.

The origin of the idea to build a new center of the Northern Littoral (severna 
Primorska) is relatively unknown. According to certain sources, the idea was first 
launched by members of Yugoslav delegation during the Paris Peace Conference, 
with its alternative being the proposal to facilitate the development of one of the 
existing smaller towns in the area17. The dilemma over its location and all other 
unsolved issues were resolved by Ivan Maček – Matija, the notorious chief of Slo-
venian political police during and immediately after World War II, Minister of con-

11 G. Bajc, A reflection on historiographies regarding intelligence services: the case of Julian Venetia during the 
Second World War, in Freiheit und Gerechtigkeit als Herausforderung der Humanwissenschaften/Freedom and 
justice as a challenge of the humanities, a c. di M. Miladinović Zalaznik, P. Lang, Bern 2018, pp. 255-281.
12 For a discursive analysis of the Cold War polarisation along the Italian-Yugoslav border, see S. Mihelj, Drawing 
the East-West Border. Narratives of Modernity and Identity in the Northeastern Adriatic (1947-1954), in Cold War 
Cultures. Perspectives on Eastern and Western European Societies, a c. di A. Vowinckel et al., Berghahn, New 
York & Oxford 2004, pp. 276-296.
13 J. Šušmelj, Gorica na pariških mirovnih pogajanjih 1946, in «Primorska srečanja», n. 24, 2000, pp. 9-13, at 10.
14 J. Pirjevec, Trst je naš!, cit., pp. 336-337.
15 B. Marušič, Nova meja na Goriškem, in «Acta Histriae», n. 6, 1998, pp. 271-84, at 280-282.
16 K. Širok, Kalejdoskop goriške preteklosti, Založba ZRC, Ljubljana 2012.
17 D. Ukmar, Začetki gradnje Nove Gorice, in «Kronika: časopis za slovensko krajevno zgodovino», n. 2, 1993, 
pp. 18-37, at 19.
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struction (1946-1951) and Vice-President of the Slovene Republican Government 
(1946-1953), whom the Central Committee of the Yugoslav Communist Party in 
Belgrade entrusted with the construction of the new town with an envisaged popu-
lation of 20,000 – the first project of this kind in postwar Yugoslavia. Its construc-
tion, including complete road infrastructure, a hospital, court, elementary schools, 
high school, teacher training college, industrial, administrative, cultural and even 
tourist facilities, was announced in September 1947, with the necessary financial 
means for it being reserved in the first five-year economic plan18.

As soon as the location was selected, three Slovene architects (Božidar 
Gvardjančič, who was a local, and Marko Zupančič and Edvard Ravnikar from 
Ljubljana)19 were invited to submit their master plans within a very tight deadline. It 
seems that Edvard Ravnikar was seen as the most suitable man to do the job: he was 
a fairly acclaimed modernist architect already before the war. In 1939, he spent five 
months working in the studio of the French modernist pioneer Le Corbusier, while 
during the war he was a Liberation Front activist interned in Italian concentration 
camps. What is more, Ivan Maček – Matija supposedly briefed him on specific re-
quirements decisive in order to win the tender20.

«Urban planning as a weapon in the national struggle»

As a result of Stalin’s condemnation of modernist «cosmopolitan formalism», 
since the early 1930s the official Soviet urban planning doctrine, also taken into 
account by urban planners in postwar Eastern Europe, modeled itself upon Hauss-
mann’s neoclassical style, while vestiges of modernism could only be observed 
in the construction of large housing estates21. Wide triumphant boulevards with 
a focal point derivative of academic architecture, lined with festively decorated 
perimetrically placed buildings backed by spacious courtyards were typical in the 
Soviet Union and later in East-Central Europe until Khrushchev’s return to mod-
ernism in the 1950s22. Using vocabulary of «progressive national architectural tra-
ditions», eclectic socialist realist style was conceived primarily through its denun-
ciation of the faceless international uniformity23. As for the situation in Yugoslavia, 

18 Archives of Yugoslavia (AJ), AJ 41 (Savezna planska komisija), box 617, folder 970, Investicijski plan za Slov-
ensko Primorje za l. 1947-1951; Nova Gorica bo prvo novo, v Titovi Jugoslaviji zgrajeno mesto, in «Slovenski 
poročevalec», 9/11/1947, p. 3.
19 For an extensive overview, see T. Vuga, Projekt: Nova Gorica, Založba ZRC, Ljubljana 2018.
20 P. Krečič, Edvard Ravnikar: arhitekt, urbanist, oblikovalec, teoretik, univerzitetni učitelj, publicist, Arhitekturni 
muzej, Ljubljana 1996, p. 11; V. Torkar, Racionalizacija urbane strukture Nove Gorice z arhitekturo mesta, Dessa, 
Nova Gorica 1987, p. 36.
21 E. Mumford, CIAM and the Communist Bloc, 1928-59, in «The Journal of Architecture», n. 2, 2009, pp. 237-254, at 245.
22 A. Cinis, Perfect representations of Soviet planned space. Mono industrial towns in the Soviet Baltic republics 
in the 1950s-1980s, in «Scandinavian Journal of History», n. 3, 2008, pp. 226-246, at 228.
23 V. Molnár, Building the State. Architecture, Politics, and State Formation in Postwar Central Europe, Rout-
ledge, London & New York 2013, p. 40.
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some architectural historians demonstrated convincingly that a broad application 
of (socialist) modernism embodied Yugoslavia’s international position and its third 
path24. Yet how to categorize the brief period in the immediate aftermath of World 
War II when the plans for Nova Gorica were drawn up and Yugoslavia was still a 
loyal follower of Moscow, having not entered yet the «in-between phase» as called 
by Vladimir Kulić?25

In Ravnikar’s post-war urban and architectural plans, as well as in some other 
leading Yugoslav architects’ plans, especially in public tender solutions for New 
Belgrade in 194626, one can observe an unusual fusion of various ideological ar-
chitectural principles. On the one hand, Ravnikar designed public buildings with 
monumental façades and huge sculptural elements27, which testify to his approval 
of architecture as an expression of political power; on the other hand, he remained 
loyal to the pre-war principles of the Congrès internationaux d’architecture mod-
erne (CIAM)28. Similarly, Ravnikar’s master plan for Nova Gorica envisaged the 
construction of large modernist apartment blocks (which are nothing but a slightly 
simplified version of those he conceived for New Belgrade) still structured as clus-
ters of family apartments, certainly not in the way of fostering communal way of 
life, as was the case of Soviet constructivist experiments in the 1920s. Standing 
in their vicinity is the Municipality Hall designed by the architect Vinko Glanz, a 
homage to the heritage left behind by the eminent Slovene pre-war architect Jože 
Plečnik rather than a reflection of socialist realism29. The most consistent applica-
tion of the principles written down in Le Corbusier’s The Athens Charter (1943) can 
be detected in the town’s strict division into functional zones (dwelling, recreation, 
work, and transport), which Ravnikar positioned along the broad main road (mag-
istrala). If viewed as a whole, Ravnikar’s master plan reveals a striking morpho-
logical similarity with Le Corbusier’s (unrealized) plan for Saint-Dié-des-Vosges, a 

24 M. Mrduljaš et al., Unfinished Modernisations. Between Utopia and Pragmatism, Croatian Architects’ Associa-
tion, Zagreb 2012; For analysis of architectural approaches in forming new urban areas as a consequence of mass 
post-war migration and population transfers on both side of the Slovenian-Italian border, see N. Čebron Lipovec, 
Post-war urbanism along the contested border: some observations on Koper/Capodistria and Trieste/Trst, in 
«Dve domovini/Two Homelands», n. 49, 2019, pp. 199-220.
25 V. Kulić, Modernism In-between. The mediatory Architectures of socialist Yugoslavia, Jovis Verlag, Berlin 2012. 
26 On New Belgrade, see B. Le Normand, Designing Tito’s capital: urban planning, modernism, and socialism 
in Belgrade, University of Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh 2014; M. Abram, Building the Capital City of the peoples 
of Yugoslavia: Representations of Socialist Yugoslavism in Belgrade’s Public Space 1944−1961, in «Croatian 
Political Science Review», n. 5, 2014, pp. 36-57.
27 At the opening of an exhibition of Soviet architecture in 1947, Ravnikar condensed the manifesto of new Yu-
goslav architecture into the belief that it was necessary to purify architecture of the remnants of the old situation, 
yet not by modeling oneself upon Western «fanaticism, utopism and formalism». Instead, architects designing 
representative buildings were expected to take into account Tito’s directive to use precious materials, elements of 
Greek columns and politically motivated sculptural elements in order to create the impression of elementarity (E. 
Ravnikar, Maršal Tito našim arhitektom, in «Novi svet», n. 2, 1947, pp. 362-365).
28 F. Košir, Edvard Ravnikar kot arhitekturni teoretik, Fakulteta za arhitekturo, Ljubljana 2006, p. 19.
29 N. Grabar, Between Classicism and Modernism. Architecture of Vinko Glanz, Doctoral Dissertation, Faculty of 
Architecture, Ljubljana 2009, p. 100-101.
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city of about 25,000 inhabitants in Eastern France that had been almost completely 
burned to the ground by retreating German troops in 194430.

Another strong sign of the transfer of modernist narrative to the ideological envi-
ronment of Yugoslavia’s post-war socialism was the architect’s understanding of his 
own role: even if it did include elements of socialist anthropology, its prevailing char-
acteristic was the general trajectory signaling a rise from the dark past to the bright fu-
ture with no obvious reference to Andrei Zhdanov’s Manichean two camps doctrine:

The war turned the architect into a man whose existence we had only dreamed 
about – a more than necessary engineer and teacher of new life […]. The post-
war elation was imbued with pathos springing from the remarkable historic 
change in urban planning and architecture: the two fields were now perceived 
as an alternative to war and armament that was supposed to solve all major 
social problems all around the world, to abolish all boundaries between states, 
races and classes, and to embark on immediate socialization of life through 
indestructible powers of persuasion31.

Modern urban planning was thus interpreted as «a weapon in the national and 
political struggle», as «a duty» to build «something remarkable, beautiful and digni-
fied that will shine across the border» now that Yugoslavia lost old Gorizia. This joint 
venture was to unite all citizens of the new socialist state, ranging from the peasantry 
to the Communist Party avant-garde, under the leadership of the architect-teacher32.

As mentioned, the architectural form used in Nova Gorica omitted the idiom 
of national traditions, which is an interesting observation, especially if this new 
Slovene town is compared with Nowa Huta and other Eastern European new towns 
built in the late 1940s33. Such omission can be ascribed to the fact that leading Yugo-
slav architects, who were close to the communist authorities, were strongly rooted 
in pre-war modernism, as well as to the fact that Slovenian architects could hardly 
root their solutions into any national style of architecture. The most apparent sign 
of socialist realism, whose message however should not be neglected given that it 
appears in a border area, is encapsulated in the large-scale decorative works. Dating 
to the first years of the new town’s existence, two outstanding examples should be 
mentioned, both placed in the centrally positioned Municipal Hall. The first is the 
Slavko Pengov’s large murals decorating its interior (assembly hall). They depict 
trans-historic metanarrative of the Slovene presence in the Littoral: the first written 
word in the region, early 18th-century peasants’ revolts, 19th-century «national awak-
ening», Italian Fascist occupation, anti-fascist movement (also a non-communist), 

30 P. Clericuzio, Le Corbusier and the Reconstruction of Saint-Dié: The Debate Over Modernism in France, 1944-
46, in «Chicago Art Journal», n. 20, 2010, pp. 46-71.
31 E. Ravnikar, Nova Gorica po 35 letih, in «Arhitektov bilten», n. 68/69, 1984, pp. 43-46.
32 Ibid.
33 Cf. K. Lebow, Unfinished Utopia. Nowa Huta, Stalinism, and Polish Society, 1949-56, Cornell University Press, 
Ithaca & London 2013.
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and violence during the interwar period, World War II national liberation struggle, 
and finally, telos of history achieved through an act of revolution and the making 
of new society after World War II34. The entrance portico to the Municipal Hall is 
embellished with sculptures of four partisan heroes that also convey the message of 
momentous fusion of national and social liberation in the contemporary history of 
the region with an emphasis on anti-fascist struggle. There are also many busts of 
partisan leaders35 scattered across the town, however the most common indicator of 
divided memories were (and still are) street names evoking different historical an-
chors: in Italian Gorizia, they largely refer to the regional history during World War 
I (Oberdan Street, 9 August Street, D’ Annunzio Street), while in Slovenian Gorica 
they refer to World War II (Kidrič Street, Delpin Street, Gradnik Brigade Street)36.

Fig. 1: Slavko Pengov’s murals decorating the Municipal Hall’s Council Chamber – section depicting the periods 
of «national awakening» in the 19th century, interwar Italian Fascism, the anti-Fascist movement, and the na-
tional liberation struggle during World War II, Photo by David Verlič.

«We are building socialism» 

Nova Gorica will be not only a town in which people from the Littoral will 
find everything that they would have in Gorizia had it not been torn away from 
them, but also – as the Westernmost city of Yugoslavia and other countries of 
the new people’s democracy – the herald of joyful creativity and progress that 
can be achieved by the working people when they are aware of their freedom 
and the fact that they create for themselves37.

34 M. Vovk, Likovna oprema palače ljudske skupščine - freskantski cikel Slavka Pengova in kiparski portal Zden-
ka Kalina in Karla Putriha, http://fotogalerija.dz-rs.si/datoteke/Publikacije/Raziskovalni_projekti/Vovk__Marti-
na_-_2012.pdf (accessed 18/11/2019).
35 Partisan monuments and related commemorative practices should be understand as conspicuous symbols of 
politics of identity, which is especially the case in the multinational upper Adriatic area (B. Klabjan, «Our victims 
define our borders»: commemorating Yugoslav partisans in the Italo-Yugoslav borderland, in «East European 
politics and societies», n. 2, 2017, pp. 290-310).
36 K. Širok, Spomin in pozaba, cit., p. 348.
37 Nova Gorica bo prvo novo, v Titovi Jugoslaviji zgrajeno mesto, in «Slovenski poročevalec», 9/11/1947, p. 3.
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When the symbolic image of the ideal socialist town was being created, the 
demonstrative fashion of construction elevated with rituals was no less important 
than urban planning based on policy of social emancipation. Especially the initial 
construction phases could not be imagined without voluntary work that embodied 
the spirit of post-war enthusiasm, which was also typical of other people’s democ-
racies. Modeled upon the Soviet system, mass work actions organized by the Yugo-
slav regime between 1945-1947 were not only a lever used to introduce a new po-
litical mythology and state-promoted values (partisan resistance, brotherhood and 
unity, revolution, Communist party, Marshal Tito’s cult of personality), but also 
a manifestation of the honest belief of the large part of population that they were 
helping to build a better and more just world38. Just like in other socialist new towns, 
the propaganda depicted the enthusiastic creative process by using the images of 
working élan, youthfulness, sexual emancipation, and brotherhood among differ-
ent nations, which was a value of great importance in multinational Yugoslavia. In 
accordance with the official policy of Slovene-Italian proletarian brotherhood, the 
propagandist discourse promoted no anti-Italian sentiment (e.g. the loudspeakers 
positioned on the construction site broadcast not only Slovene and Serbo-Croatian 
but also Italian programs), with bitter criticism being aimed mainly at «Western 
imperialism» in general.

Fig. 2: Tone Kralj, Construction of Nova Gorica, 1947, oil on canvas, Photo courtesy of the National Museum of 
Contemporary History, Ljubljana).

38 P. Vodopivec, Od Pohlinove slovnice do samostojne države, Modrijan, Ljubljana 2007, p. 327; M. Stibilj, 
Bratstvo na delu. Delovne enote cone A Julijske krajine, ZTT-EST, Trst 2015.
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In spite of volunteers’ élan, the construction could not avoid complications from 
the very beginning, revealing common problems of planned economy and postwar 
shortage. The most difficult challenge appeared after the first five-year plan was 
over at the beginning of the 1950s when the republican and federal financial injec-
tions stopped completely. If until then the construction somehow managed to pro-
ceed even if official investors and plans kept changing and workers were continu-
ally transferred to other building sites in Slovenia, in 1951 it almost came to a halt39. 
As a result, in June 1951 the Gorica District Executive Committee called on the 
government in Ljubljana to extend special credit for the completion of the construc-
tion projects by arguing that the erection of the new political, economic and cultural 
center of the Slovene Littoral was still as important as it was a few years ago40. Yet 
as it did not manage to obtain the much needed financial means from the republican 
authorities – its request had not even been addressed by the Central Committee of 
the Slovenian Communist Party – it tried to soften the Yugoslav Prime Minister 
Josip Broz–Tito himself a few months later, claiming that owing to the vicinity of 
the state border the shameful unfinished facilities of the new town posed not only 
an economic but also a political problem41. Yet a few years after the expulsion from 
the Soviet bloc Yugoslavia already tried to form new alliances in the West and to 
normalize the relations with Italy and Austria, while at the same time still living 
in very straitened economic circumstances, and so the construction of the socialist 
showpiece with which it wanted to impress the capitalist world on the other side of 
the border was no longer at the top of its agenda as it was a few years before. 

Financial troubles and decentralized decision-making (decisions were now ac-
cepted by local rather than republican administrative bodies) resulted in consid-
erable alterations to Ravnikar’s master plan. The local elites perceived it as too 
majestic and believed that individual architectural solutions were «designed su-
perficially, with no sense of feasibility, no sense of beauty and no sense of price»42. 
Ravnikar’s successors kept changing their plans in order to take into considera-
tion local proposals and so they replaced large (typically Corbusierian) apartment 
blocks surrounded by greenery with considerably smaller ones and private houses 
whose outlooks were reminiscent of «bourgeois» suburbs.

Lack of space for either offices or housing was spurred by rapid transfer of new 
institutions and jobs to Nova Gorica, which reflected the eagerness of local authori-
ties to turn the town into the new regional center as soon as possible. Soon new con-
flicts arose: the first apartments, however modern and spatial they were, were com-

39 Regional Archives of Nova Gorica (SI PANG), SI PANG 61 (Zbirka gradiva o gradnji Nove Gorice), box 2, 
folder 3, Problematika investicijske izgradnje v goriškem okraju v letu 1951 po uveljavljanju novih gradbenih 
predpisov, s.d.
40 SI PANG 61, box 2, folder 3, Dopis «Problematika investicijskih zgradb» Predsedstvu vlade LRS in Gospo-
darskemu svetu LRS, 25 June 1951.
41 Ivi, Dopis «Izgradnja Nove Gorice kot naselja» predsedniku Vlade FLRJ Josipu Brozu - Titu, 20 November 1951.
42 SI PANG, SI PANG 677 (Oblastni ljudski odbor za goriško oblast), box 3, folder 7, Dopis Poverjeništva za 
gradnje Ljudskega odbora Goriške oblasti Slovenija projektu Ljubljana, 29 July 1950.
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monly shared by several families43. On average, new inhabitants, who came from 
all social strata, had to wait for an apartment for two years and a half. In the begin-
ning, the majority of them moved from nearby villages, so it was nothing unusual 
in the first years of their relocation to see them throwing waste and sewage out of 
the window, to urinate on the staircase, to appropriate common property, and even 
to breed animals in their apartments44. Yet this «deviation» from the ideal image of 
a cultivated new townsman was not limited to economically backward Yugoslavia 
only; the perseverance of old ways of living was also observed in Firminy Vert, an 
all-new French neighborhood designed at the end of the 1950s by Le Corbusier45.

The breakthrough for this young town came only when Nova Gorica was given 
an important intermediary role in cross-border traffic, which happened in 1955 when 
Yugoslavia and Italy signed the agreement on small border traffic (introducing local 
border passes and concessions in the movement of goods) in a 10-km-wide border 
zone. The same year saw the signing of the Gorizia Agreement, the aim of which 
was to improve economic cooperation, while in 1962 the small border agreement 
was amended in order to reinforce rights in the field of passenger and freight trans-
port46. The introduction of market principles in Yugoslav economy was another spur 
to economic cooperation with neighboring Italy, a founder member of the European 
Economic Community, and so the Nova Gorica district witnessed the boom of lo-
cal border traffic and the opening of a number of butcher’s shops, gasoline stations 
and other types of shops where Italian clients found cheaper merchandise than in 
their own country47. With Yugoslavia’s opening to the world, by the beginning of 
the 1960s the new border town no longer functioned as a socialist stronghold, but as 
the entering point for Western goods and cultural patterns for whole Yugoslavia, as 
well as a peephole into the socialist world for visitors from Italy and other capitalist 
countries.

Discussion and conclusion

When discussing the case of Nova Gorica, how then to characterize the new 
urban environment along the Yugoslav-Italian border if we take into account the op-
position between the notion of socialist egalitarianism vs. productivist pragmatism, 
centralized political directives vs. local initiatives, modernist narrative vs. specific 

43 A. Malnič, Prvi novogoriški stanovalci, in «Primorska srečanja», n. 22, 1998, pp. 674-678, at 676.
44 Ivi, pp. 677-678.
45 C. Lauras, New Horizons. The Representation of Ideal Practicies in a Modern City: Firminy-Vert 1959, in 
Urban Planning and the Pursuit of Happiness. European Variations on a Universal Theme (18th-21st centuries), 
a c. di A. Bartetzky, M. Schalenberg, Jovis Verlag, Berlin 2009, pp. 148-167, at 157.
46 D. Nečak, Trst - mesto nakupov, in «Prispevki za novejšo zgodovino», n. 1, 2000, pp. 301-311, at 303-304; J. 
Šušmelj, Trpko sosedstvo. Nekateri vidiki odnosov med sosednjima državama v obdobju 1945-2001, ZTT-EST, 
Trst 2009.
47 SI PANG, SI PANG 104 (Skupščina občine Nova Gorica), folder 06/B-1/85, Analiza razvojnih možnosti občine 
Nova Gorica do leta 2000, February 1985, p. 100.
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interpretation of the past; and above all, what does this project tells us about Yugo-
slav post-war state-building?

After World War II, the two ideological rivals shared the same messianic un-
derstanding of the role of professional urban planning, the proof of which can be 
found in a number of new cities built all around the world as the embodiment of 
the urban utopia48. Yet how to characterize the challenging relationship between 
modernism on the one hand and the capitalist or socialist system on the other? The 
French Marxist philosopher Henri Lefebvre recognized the same undistinguishable 
mode of space production on both sides of the Iron Curtain, two «bureaucratic re-
gimes of controlled consumption oriented towards economic growth»49. Similarly, 
the fierce critic of bureaucratic modernism James Scott argues that the technologi-
cal and scientific imperatives can either apply to liberal, authoritarian and even 
communist and fascist solutions and that the principle of productivism is «politi-
cally promiscuous»50. Yet to limit the interpretation to such a simplified model of 
modernization patterns transmission from one environment into another would 
mean to ignore another phenomenon pointed out by Virág Molnár in her book on 
architecture, politics and state formation in post-war Central Europe. According to 
her, «probably in no other political system did the state believe so thoroughly in the 
social-transformative role of architecture and architects as in socialism»51.

Having analyzed elements of ideological and physical construction of Nova 
Gorica, we can agree with Brigitte Le Normand’s supposition that «Yugoslav as 
many other state authorities used modernist urban planning as kind of spectacle 
to demonstrate to their citizens and the rest of the world that they too were mod-
ern and to educate their citizens in the ways of modern living»52. The key agent of 
this mission was the architect working with a strong public authority who took his 
assignment most seriously. It would be a mistake to understand modernism as a 
homogeneous and exclusively Western concept of urban development, hence to ne-
glect its egalitarian components conceived by architects from socialist countries53; 
nevertheless, the question remains how the architect Edvard Ravnikar managed 
to apply the principles of The Athens Charter (which was officially rejected in the 
Soviet Union) to (pocket-sized) plan of Nova Gorica so consistently? Given the 
fact that in the post-war years decisions were adopted rapidly within very narrow 

48 J. Holston, The Modernist City. An anthropological critique of Brasília, University of Chicago Press, Chicago 
& London 1989; .G. Feuerstein, Urban Fiction. Strolling through Ideal Cities from Antiquity to the Present Day, 
Edition Axel Menges, Fellbach 2008; J. Grindrod, Concretopia. A journey around the rebuilding of postwar Brit-
ain, Old Street Publishing, Brecon 2013.
49 L. Stanek, Henri Lefebvre on Space. Architecture, Urban Research, and the Production of Theory, University 
Of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis 2011, p. 64.
50 J. C. Scott, Seeing Like a State. How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed, Yale 
University Press, New Haven & London 1998, p. 99.
51 V. Molnár, Building the State, cit., p. 7.
52 B. Le Normand, Designing Tito’s capital, cit., p. 7.
53 M. Kip, W. Sgibnev, Introduction: modernism and the (post-)socialist city, in «Europa Regional», n. 1-2, 2015, 
pp. 3-12, at p. 8, http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:0168-ssoar-456910 (accessed 18/11/2019).
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decision-making circles (which results in lack of written sources) it is difficult to 
provide an adequate answer. What we can do is to take into consideration Vladimir 
Kulić’s plausible argument «that the party leadership may not have been sophisti-
cated enough to distinguish between modernist and Stalinist urban planning»54.

Whatever the case, architectural critics and anthropologists (Valentina Gulin 
Zrnić) later realized that «the socialist town» as a whole was an attribute of general 
socialist ideals of social justice, equality and humanity, yet it does not exist in a 
form that managed to realize fundamental socialist ideas in space55. The construc-
tion of the new socialist town on Yugoslavia’s Western border reflects the compro-
mise-prone functioning of the Yugoslav regime when it came to the formation of a 
post-revolution society. Just like many other phenomena, the urban fabric of Nova 
Gorica was eventually characterized by hybridity as a result of which a few dec-
ades later the town did not evolve into «the lighthouse of socialism», but remained 
on the one hand marked by its «soft tissue» and porosity to Western influence, but 
preserved many notable practices and rituals from its founding period on the other.

54 B. Le Normand, Designing Tito’s capital, cit., p. 21.
55 In: K. Jerman, Dve Goici - eno mesto? Konstrukcija urbanega, PhD Disertation, Univerza v Ljubljani, Ljublja-
na 2008, p. 83; cf. N. Leach, Architecture or revolution, in Architecture and Revolution. Contemporary perspec-
tives on Central and Eastern Europe, a c. di Id., Routledge, London & New York 1999, pp. 112-123.




